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Joanna Weaver uses the biblical story of two sisters, Mary and Martha, whose 
characteristics are the focus for the theme of the book. How can Christian women 
of today, particularly mothers, find balance between cultural expectations of 
women and a woman’s need for spiritual growth and self-discovery? What are the 
characteristics of these two biblical women, and as the author notes, what wisdom 
can be gleaned from this “tale of two sisters”? 
The author explores these questions, and uses not only the brief scripture passage 
found in the Gospel of Luke, but also compares and contrasts these two sisters in the 
light of their meaningful interactions with Christ himself. Weaver points out that 
although not much is revealed about these women, what details are provided allow 
us to gain significant insight. Although Martha’s world is filled with expectations of 
perfectionism and the need to be all things to all people, her desperate question to 
Jesus, “Lord, don’t you care?” is met with a gentle response. He directs her to look 
into her sister Mary’s heart, and that she has chosen “the better part.” Weaver also 
promotes the importance of both women in her book, which is a refreshing change 
from the usual sermon that Martha is wrong, Mary is right.
The book provides chapters filled with inspiring and practical guidance women may 
use to create balance in their lives. Weaver discusses essential topics such as how to 
cope with worry and discouragement, and ways to create a “With-Drawing Room,” 
a sacred place to meet with God. She also includes an intriguing chapter about the 
sisters and their brother Lazarus – the biblical plot filled with suspense, tragedy, and 
a glorious climax ending in the power of resurrection! The author goes on to discuss 
the importance of the outstanding work expected of women in today’s world; and 
yet, being able to balance that with our ability to worship God and grow strong 
spiritually – for our children, our families, and ourselves.
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Finally, the book offers resources for women, including a study guide with questions 
and reflection items, as well as additional devotional books. Weaver concludes with a 
heartfelt letter to her readers, and hopes that this simple story about two sisters will 
become “as a doorway to bring you into a deeper relationship” with the Lord. Bravo, 
Mary and Martha... and Joanna!
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